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HERE ARE FEWER MORE ENJOYABLE WAYS TO CEL-

ebrate midsummer than with good friends,
beautiful music and great dancing! That's just
what seventy dancers did this year in the south
German village of Violau. A picturesque spot not
far from Augsburg, Violau is known for its beautiful church, popular with pilgrims.
The eighth Midsummer lrish Set Dance Weekend,
organised by An Ciorcal dancing club, was held in
the Bruder-Klaus-Heim, a residential centre often
used by school classes for excursions, class trips and
project weeks to complement their in-class learning. in fact, there were two such groups sharing the
space with us during the weekend—a small group
of young musicians and a boys choir.
As well as the spacious dancing hall, the sleeping rooms were large and the dining room encouragedacommunal and friendlyatmosphere.Nestled
amongst rollinggreen hills, the location also boasted
an observatory, used by local star gazers, a swimming pool, used to cool the hot feet of tired dancers, and three friendly llamas, which enjoyed some
attention during the breaks.
Many dancers were looking forward to the workshops led by Ger Butler, well known for his impressive sean nos dancing. Upon arrival, we learned of
the recent birth ofGer's new baby—on which we all
congratulate him and his wife! This good news was
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followed by the more disappointing news that Ger
was now unable to attend the weekend.
The unfortunate cancellation was met with the
new question ofwho could stepin to llGer's shoes?
Attending the workshop were many experienced
dance teachers from across Europe, so it wouldn't
have been too hard nd a substitute. It was a great
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Zigzag movement and beautiful waltz gure. the
Killyon, and the seven-gure-long Caragh Lake jig.
These sets were taught with Kevin's well known and
much appreciated style—relaxed and with enough
repetition to ensure all dancers know what they are

reliefand wonderful news for all dancers when Kevin
and Carol Monaghan from Basingstoke, England,
agreed to give up their holiday and lead the workshops on Saturday and Sunday. A laptop was quickly
organised, many thanks to Andrew Podzorski from
the Frankfurt Set Dancers group, and the setinotes
were prepared for projection!
The rst ceili of the weekend started with a collection ofwell-known reels and polkas—~the Kilfenora,
Sliabh Luachra and Labasheeda, followed by the
Merchant Set. By popular demand, we danced
the Antrim Square Set, called by Andrew, and the
Connemara Set to nish off. From the beginning
of the evening, energy was high and dancers were
swept along by the beautiful music ofthe Swallow's
Tail Ceili Band. The lineup of Tom Doherty on button accordion, Maria Lynn on piano, Michael Hurley
on flute and John McHugh on ddle ensured that
every dance was a great dance!
Kevin and Carol selected some wonderful sets for
the Saturday workshop: the Glencree, with its unique
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supposed to be doing!
The Saturday evening ceili boasted another exce lent mix'ofsets including the delightful RlI'il(ll'lSiIQ‘¢'.‘;“,.
the Borlin Polka and the Glencree from that i'\'lO1'Tiing's workshop. Notes for all the sets were projected
up onto the wall, which meant the dancers could
really focus on the amazing music! The Swallow’s Tail
Ceili Band really brought the hall to life!
During the Saturday evening ceili, dancers were
treated to a demonstration of historical dance performed by the Augsburger Geschlechtertanzer. This
is the name given to the old noble families of the
area. These dancers, dressed in elaborate garb, performed several dances dating from the 16th century.
The delicate movements and precise footwork were
very nice to watch. This demonstration was completed with a hearty round of the Chapelloise, a circle dance which was known by many set dancers.
The Saturday evening ceili continued with, amongst
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others, the Clare Myzerks, the Caledonian and the
Claddagh, before ending on a high with the Plain
Set and more beautiful reels from the Swallow's Tail!
After such an energetic and powerful night
of dancing, one simply cannot retire to bed.
Conversation and exchanging ofjokes and stories
carried on well into the night. As is normal amongst
dancers, the desire to ‘set up’ overcomes any lethargy, and eight re-energised and refuelled dancers took to the oor for a spontaneous ‘after-ceili
ceili’. The Clare Lancers, the Ballyvourneyjig and the
Connemara sets were followed by all seven gures
of the Caragh Lake Jig Set—now that was dedication! As the music of the nal hornpipe faded and
the eight dancers collapsed, exhausted but laughing, the rst rays of the early morning sun started
their own tentative dance around the hall.
Several short hours later, somewhat subdued, the
workshop continued with Pat Murphy's beautiful
Metal Bridge Lancers Set. This is a dance which simply ows! Every gure builds on the previous up to
the wonderful hornpipe gure. All dancers appreciated Kevin’s patience and Carol's assistance with
some of the more complicated gures and, by the
last dance-through, everyone enjoyed the elegance
and grace of the movements.
The last workshop of the weekend over, the dancers made the most of the short time before the
afternoon ceili—a warm meal of spiitzle, a kind of
local pasta, for lunch, then packing and preparing.
The afternoon ceili was once again a wonderful
selection—Moycullen, Clare Lancers, Cashel and
Plain. Halfway through the Skibbereen Set, we were
treated to an impromptu concert from the boys’
choir. They serenaded us with a delightful German
song before requesting to learn a dance from us!
As the Chapelloise was still fresh in our memories
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from last night, the ladies led the boys through
this folk dance, accompanied by the Swallow's Tail!
The weekend over, Kevin and Carol were treated
to a tour around Augsburg and a meal in a proper
Bavarian brewery!
Once again, it only remains to thank the brilliant
Swallow's Tail Ceili Band for the amazing music,
and Kevin and Carol for leading us through the
workshops, introducing, or reintroducing, us to
four beautiful sets and especially for giving up their
holiday in Germanyto spend the weekend with
us in Violau!
None of the fun would have been possible, however, without the great efforts of the organisers,
Sabine Surholt, Diana Salb and the entire An Ciorcal
group. Despite all the initial stress, it was an amazing weekend and one that many look forward to
again next year!
' Jeremy Roche, Frankfurt, Germany
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